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13.09.2014

This letter is a proposal for the consideration of the
European  global  terrorism,  the  terrorism  of  the
European Union, the Council of Europe and about
16 countries in Europe. Developing a common effort
to fully block this terrorism by all  rights a reality,
launching nonfunctional court and securing justice.
Murder 200 million children with the help of National perverse reality show, reality show which is
based on the progress against the Declaration of the United Nations, slavery, human trafficking,
abuse of political power, blocking media, violations of international rules and laws, corruption,
corruption in politics and in organizations in the world, then terrorism, global terrorism, threats to
security, creating situations that can cause a new world war, in the same time it is a situation where
it is preferable to use nuclear weapons for securing world safety and good human progress, at the
same time terrorism that exploits a special weapon for global destruction and the mass destruction,
rape of children with the help of hypnosis for supporting national reality show, torture, tortured to
death in the hospital, threatening, refusing to put into operation lawsuit, blocking communication
with the courts, political people who are trying to stop the lawsuit, robbed of finance in values of
several  Kvadriliard  Eur,  robbing  some  170  governments  of  countries  on  this  planet  by  about
trillions of Euros every day, robbed of some of the biggest step in the history of humanity,  the
destruction  of  important  steps  that  have  much more  value  than  the  planet  Earth,  an  effort  to
promote a situation that leads to victory only if Europe kills three-quarters of humanity and enslave
others, which strategy is the only option for European countries. Strategies that Europe today has
constantly promoted a form of public reality show that is focused on its function of these matters,
and political fraud. Much more! According to the actual statistics, it is the biggest terrorist in the
history of mankind!

In which we live in the reality that because of corruption in the UN, OSCE, NATO, EU, COE,
I must write this on the front page?

My name: Peter 
Surname: Gottwald 
Citizenship: Czech Republic / Europe 
Date of Birth: January 10, 1992 
Profession: European political prisoner 

signature:



Hello Mr. John W. Ashe, President of the 68th Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly and to the other members of the General Assembly of the United Nations

For the first step, my name is Peter Gottwald. I'm already 16 of the European political prisoner. I am
a political  prisoner from his childhood. Childhood when I was as a research subject for illegal
research in humans,  the research that has led the country's  government of the Czech Republic.
Today political prisoner for my plans for the development of the country in the world and a real
plan to create new civilization which have a greater value than the Earth. Projects that are designed
for every country on this planet and especially for my country's government that is interested in
collaborating on a project,, One World '.
This is a project in the direction of more significant than the UN Millennium projects. Describing
these projects is just the basic phase projects are larger and more significant, with more intelligence.
Projects that are based on the immediate removal of famine in poor countries. Projects that are
based  on  the  rescue  of  20,000  dead  children  every day,  because  today is  already 200  million
children who had to die from hunger and lack of medicines and pharmaceuticals, at the same time
800 million children who suffer every day and are in danger of death. This is a project for the
development of schools, hospitals, agriculture or industry. Agriculture on a much larger force than
the European production and quality. Medicines and hospital which today should be much more
important and better than the European medical centers. Industry which was to be prevalent in many
other ways and based on important values than in Europe. To halt the project for the development of
the town, new and modern cities, infrastructure, communication, widespread economic networks
and elimination of famine or poverty and unemployment, support for the development of transport
which are focused on connecting all major cities, transports for public transport, transport speeds of
7,000 kilometers per hour. Then he goes on transports for movement on planet Earth with a speed of
90 minutes of the entire planet to Earth, then transports to other national travel, highway, rail, air
digital highway, underground routes, waterways, many more. Then it comes to technology to travel
to other planets, technologies which may be able to take transport to the nearest star for a few
minutes (4 light-years from the Sun). The technology which we can use to globally transport to
another galaxy and expand human civilization across several hundred other planets.
Projects which are devoted to the development of new industry and create a civilization, scientific
projects that we can ensure the formation of new stars and the orbits of the planets by artificial,
start-up or any other type of civilization, the possibility to extend the common political cooperation,
possibilities for expanding economic cooperation. This may include collaboration that will provide
us the opportunity to use special options in science, science systems with which we can overtake the
value of scientific research in several thousand years to a few days. New civilizations which are
based on scientific and technological progress of several thousand years. It is a many plans in the
direction of the joint development of civilization, projects that are based on the ability to extend
civilization more rapid speed and quality than what we utilize today.  Terms of progress for us
humanity mean the biggest step in the history of mankind since the creation of this planet earth, it is
also a step that is much more valuable than the creation of planet Earth. According fair values and
statistics. 
It is also the advances to secure a common world peace. Significant progress than the value of the
Security Council and the United Nation peaceful cooperation. My offer is zalzoena on cooperation
in the removal of crime and terrorism in the world. It is a collaboration to develop joint Army and
make a democratic  constitutional  federation for  security cooperation,  manipulation of the army
according to safety rules. 
Developing an army which is under the cooperation on security pact under the name of JD ISC.
Therefore, blocking me in today as the United Nations and forbids me to communicate with their
organization. 
It is a lot of other projects and plans, often they will not let me even talk and communicate. 
For me, the most major project is zalzoeny the pursuit of political cooperation, a certain form of



political parties which in the interest to follow the international rules, national rules and agreements
with the government of the country.
It is a political party which is trying to develop a global alliance and agreement. Main goal is to
unite  all  the  governments  of  the  countries  on  this  planet.  Unification  of  all  governments  for
assistance and cooperation with the parliaments led development agreements in the country. Ensure
a strong development outstripped the qualities most powerful country. A strong economy in the
values  of several hundred trillion euros of GDP per Q, while the population of 10 million people
formmou. Strong, modern city, a perfect industry, raw material independence, strong international
markets, intelligence regimes and governments, ensuring a minimum 25,000 trading company for
10,000 people. Elimination of poverty and unemployment. Support for community development
and  market  development  support  throughout  the  country,  hodnpty Malich  towns  in  the  greater
strength than breaking the current city.  A political force,  overtaking the most powerful political
entity in the world. Create a strong political groups and the extension of political networks in the
world. Extension of the common ability in economic matters, other international banks and funds,
often projects to increase by hundreds of percent GDP in the world. Expansion of the business and
market development cooperation. Many other. 
Overall, for the deeds and values  that are much greater importance than the value of all Europe.
Today it is possible to actual events tell the country that European governments are essentially the
greatest terrorist in the history of mankind!
Therefore, from these statistics that are fully certified and real statistics, which are sheltering from
international politics and European government threatens to all others who want to stand against
Europe, so I today I am interested in the majority of countries asked UN. UN General Council for
the  issue  resolution  to  ensure  examine  any  terrorist  while  punishment,  impose  a  penalty  for
terrorism and the ability to resolve the situation by all necessary and justice. 
In particular, I beg of you not to strongly reflect the current reality as any full value. The current
reality has a much stronger value than the recently committing terrorist attacks on the USA, center
WTO, or any other matter. This is about global terrorism which has, because of your little attempt to
understand reality,  because it  is  global  terrorism that  exploits  political  power.  It's  the world of
terrorism who already knows that if you do not react against it, he will in the future can destroy and
abuse of your country, then nobody will helps not.
Today, there are situations when you Uznam possible cooperation with me in the past, according to
your interest, then each of you has the right to seek from Europe several trillion euros minimal.
What is certain is that you can enter outperform European civilization and European economic,
political and civilizational values, much more. Everything by full justice and law, the law which is
now silenced because Europe is afraid of the judicial process and constantly blocking it. Europe
forbids me to communicate with the courts and the police without corruption, it's the same for you.
Therefore,  my suggestion is  as follows.  It  is  necessary to  confirm the resolution which ensure
overthrow  European  governments  who  support  this  terrorism  if  it  is  really  all  allegations  by
evidence  and  justice,  necessity.  According  to  my  observation  it  is  necessary,  immediately.
According to all evidence and international rules is the need for a fully fledged European overthrow
of the terrorist movement's political position, so remove European governments which have killed
200 million children due to the fact that Europe has supported National perverse reality show!
Much more.
In fact,  these are some of the worst  act  in the history of mankind! They do it  for the national
pastime, for their joy and pleasure. I gave them a lot of possibilities for cooperation, they reject it
and trying to go against the whole world, robs you of the biggest step in the history of your country!
Because I am the person for whom European governments at the same time they owe the greatest
values, values that are really in a much larger amount of money than the value of the planet earth,
so I think that it was up to me to identify future sistem Europe, which will replace the sistem The
simultaneous existence of European countries. According to my plan, is a proposal for making the
new government of the country which is based on international sovereignty.
Sovereignty is  locked in international  cooperation in  the form of constitutional  democracy.  My



proposal is here:

Constitution for international Territory The World Diamond.
( http://ulozto.cz/xPPVoDzx/constitution-of-the-world-diamond-pdf )
Then the basic constitution for The Empire of Diamond.
( http://ulozto.cz/xkQtb113/the-empire-of-diamond-pdf )
Confirm for European Terrorism: (Confirm: Europe Today is worse than ISIS, Al-queda or any
terrorist group from world)
( http://ulozto.cz/xYgpXxU9/confirm-of-comunication-to-ccofeurope-pdf )

It is a constitution which we can unite together form the international political group which is based
on the use of the European terotoria as joint sovereign territory. It is an agreement kteara can give
us a lot more options and benefits, cooperation and world peace. It is an agreement which for us can
provide much more than contemporary European civilization and politics that make us extremely
robs every day and try to silence us weak or corrupt value.
My suggestion is to use this opportunity to ensure a much better economic stability in Europe and in
our  country.  Together  we  can  ensure  much  better  stability  that  will  allow  us  stronger  exploit
advantages. Soon produce sistem which tends to reimbursement of all value of European debt and
our countries will enhance the value of several trillion euros minimal.
Each of us acquires joint political rights, each of us can exploit territory under common values. The
use of joint market development, use common project for cooperation and development. We may be
based on a shared bank and funds to ensure a strong economy and exploit the biggest step in the
history  of  mankind.  We can  create  a  country  that  is  the  largest  political  move  on  the  planet,
humanity's biggest step in the direction of policy, the biggest step of mankind from the time of
Babylon.
We may use a common values which give us much greater importance in world politics. This step
can start mnho, other step which is the largest value since the formation of the planet Earth.
We can use many plans which I founded and Europe about them every day extramne robs us all. A
plan which is in denominations of colonization other star Sistema and planets in other galaxies.
New Constitution for  Universal  government  and the ability to  travel  between galaxies  with no
problems. Travelling all the planets in the solar Sistema within a few tens of seconds, traveling to
other galaxies within ten minutes. 
The government which is based on the sovereignty of all governments of the countries of the planet
earth, common democratic center which is based on a common policy and equivalent throughout.
Cooperation and development policies under a common format.

Constitution of The Universal Government:
http://ulozto.cz/x8saGNny/constitution-of-the-univ-gov-pdf

Part of Technology's for Travel:
Part I. :
http://ulozto.cz/xL6HJuX2/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf

Part II. :
http://ulozto.cz/xM1abrxC/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf

It is also true that together we can create a strong group who will be under much more important
than sistema of the United Nations, we together can we surpass the United Nations and rapidly be
important! 
The present  value of the United Nations  is  weak, does not work.  UN cooperates  with Europe,
Europe is the biggest terrorist in the history of mankind. If European terrorism was out of the way,
then there would be created a new political outcome which has much greater value than the whole

http://ulozto.cz/xPPVoDzx/constitution-of-the-world-diamond-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xYgpXxU9/confirm-of-comunication-to-ccofeurope-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/x8saGNny/constitution-of-the-univ-gov-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xM1abrxC/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xL6HJuX2/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf
http://ulozto.cz/xkQtb113/the-empire-of-diamond-pdf


of Europe today, and greater value than the UN function. 
My plans are to solve the political problems in the direction of world peace or as safety. We may use
a common Army and uses common independence, the government of the country.
For example, ISC is a community of JD under a security pact with the task of promoting the safety
worldwide  and peace.  Cooperation  that  you  may secure  the  largest  army on the  planet  Earth.
Cooperation  which  can  give  us  many  powerful  options.  New  technologies  and  sistemi.  It's  a
security agreement that will provide us the opportunity to be independent. Today, our policy is not
independent. European governments or other political associations can strongly abuses us and they
do it, abusing us, we can not even defend together. Therefore, we can use our work to ensure our
strength and independence, strength that allows us to use our territory without any problems and
restrictions from foreign policy! 
For example, ISC is a community of JD under a security pact with the task of promoting the safety
worldwide  and peace.  Cooperation  that  you  may secure  the  largest  army on the  planet  Earth.
Cooperation  which  can  give  us  many  powerful  options.  New  technologies  and  sistemi.  It's  a
security agreement that will provide us the opportunity to be independent. Today, our policy is not
independent. European governments or other political associations can strongly abuses us and they
do it, abusing us, we can not even defend together. Therefore, we can use our work to ensure our
strength and independence, strength that allows us to use our territory without any problems and
restrictions from foreign policy! One of the ISC JD ongoing European Delete from each document
and  trying  to  hide.  Europe  therefore  owes  every  country  on  this  planet  who  confirms  the
requirement  of  cooperation,  debt  to  military technology in  the  values  of  several  trillion  euros.
Europe must deposit all its military equipment, to hundreds of countries all over the planet.
Today, I also want to ask about my release supported by the European political prisoner form of a
blockade. It is well your support resolution that gives the opportunity for my person uses svobude
and acquire a full health, heal and to start my projects. Europe blocks me every day, because Europe
every day is blocking us, because it is necessary to immediately block the Europe. If I will be at
large, Europe is able to abuse me for hypnosis. Europe will seek to exploit me so that upon you
won. Europe will seek to exploit this situation and therefore blocking me, if I will be free, I can
publicly condemn Europe and collaborate with each person in the whole world, it surely everyone
to add to my side. There is no possibility that Europe won against the world!
Therefore, I will really like to help and cooperation, securing our cooperation which will give me
freedom. My freedom so in the first place ENSURE sprovozneni trading company and several mich
plan. Plans that are based on the development of several technologies at the same time supporting
the establishment of adequate agriculture in Africa and the development of hospitals, schools and
other development projects, which are for me stare for over 15 years. If I will be free, it is the only
positive and beneficial for all of us.
Finally, if the United Nations will not work and you will understand that this is a corruption of
danger to the whole world, you can then use the offer for the development of new political forms
which can be strongly helpful.  Political  form that  will  provide us much more success than the
current waste of time for European policy. Dual-Continental-Community group is to protect us from
the economic crisis in Europe from economic and political bankruptcy of Europe.

Dual Continental Comunity: 
http://ulozto.cz/xmkuB52b/dual-continental-comunitys-jpg

If UN not function, than you may used this steps: pic.twitter.com/rtI8wsjeuX 

At  the  end,  you  would  want  to  ask  about  the  possibility  of  kontaktiovat  me  via  email  or
Peter.gottwald@laposte.net Europeanpoliticalprisoner@mypage.cz 
or via Twitter: @petergottwald
I  will  certainly I  will  be  very grateful  for  any support  your  answer  and justice  which  is  very
convenient for all of us. I will be certainly very grateful for your support which may affect the

http://t.co/rtI8wsjeuX
http://ulozto.cz/xmkuB52b/dual-continental-comunitys-jpg


common policy on the entire planet in the future the range of several thousands and outpace the
greatest values of humanity on planet Earth.
I will especially ask that you do you realize that if there is a spravedlnemu step, then it is absolutely
no loss, it's only a win which for us in many ways advantageous and the just. Each of us deserves it,
each of us has to do it right, the barrel is necessary to disobey the Euro lies and look at the evidence
that you can not refute. Anyone will be able to communicate with me, everyone will understand that
this is the best option after truth, it is for you the best chance in history of your country!

I thank you very much for your time and good luck. I'm sorry, I must not write the letter by
the way I want and must act in influencing the help of hypnosis. Therefore, I hope that in the
future, our cooperation will be based on cleanliness and without European terrorism. For us
this is really the biggest step in the history of mankind.

Signature of Letter:


